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Would you like to own a Fully Monetized Blog producing profits on auto-pilot? Blogs are far more powerful

than websites for ranking higher on the search engines! Everything is handled from within the Blog admin

area, so you can add new pages & categories very simply - no need for any separate software or html

design skills. I've been a PLR developer for many months now, and if you've ever purchased a package

from me, you know how serious I am about high quality - low cost PLR packages. Let's take a look at all

that's included with this complete package * Niche - I decided to build this site around the "Online Traffic"

because no doubt it is one of the hottest markets around! * Design - (worth $100): All design works are

unique and professionally designed by professionals. I have ensure that the designs are eye-catchy and

effective in building up income of the site..In fact The Blog customization itselfs costs $150 * Videos -

There is a section with videos related to the Online Traffic niche. Different videos related reviews,

tips,advice have been added.You can add more videos with a single click. * 20 Killer Articles - Each

article is 100 related to the Online Traffic niche. These are high quality articles written by an English

Native. * Its own logo - You will also receive PSD files for easy editing and a great video tutorial that will

guide you through all the steps... * SEO - As an expert in the SEO field, I have done what most SEO

experts will charge you $100 to do. From proper use of tags to permalinks, I ensure this blog is search

engine friendly. * Wordpress - This blog is running on the Internets premier blogging platform. In addition,

this blog is Optimized to the HIGHEST LEVEL FOR: * Adsense - I have strategically integrated color

blended 300x250 Adsense block into the sidebar as well as 468x60 blocks in the individual posts. This

placement will ensure a maximum click through rate and give you a great stream of passive income. *

Amazon - Thousands of people make killer incomes from Amazons aStore script - and you should be too!

Using an easily manageable tool, I've integrated a fully functioning Amazon affiliate store into each of the

blogs. * ClickBank - I've taken the time to hand-pick the highest-converting Clickbank products and added

them to each blog. You will receive up to 75 commission for each sale generated from your website! This

package is a money making machine: In this package You will received ready to go files that you upload

to your webhost and update your mysql database and your ready. You will also received a full instructions
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on how to setup everything. It shouldn't take you more than 5 minutes.
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